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What people actually say about 
It's Good To Be A Man
As you can imagine, because our ministry speaks truth that defies the spirit of our 
age—and because we will not apologize for it—we receive fierce criticism. Yet 
despite some negative reviews from detractors, the vast majority of the feedback we 
get from the men we minister to is positive. I have put together a list of 
representative quotes below, with links back to the full reviews so you can check for 
yourself.

⚠ Please don't just glance at the star ratings—read what men (and a few 
of their wives) are actually saying about the effect our ministry has 
had on their lives and holiness. Then ask yourself whether these men 
sound like cultic rapist wannabes, as Ryan has tried to spin my teaching, 
and whether what we're doing sounds like what he claims: a platform for 
slander, false teaching, and division.

Click the arrows to expand the sections:

Testimonials received

💡 These were mostly written by men in our Marco Polo (video chat) 
group—men who have interacted with us personally on an ongoing 
basis. Because this is a public document, I have removed all names—
however, I can provide them if you ask me privately, so you can follow 
up with these men, or just investigate their credibility as witnesses. I 
have also bolded certain sections that I consider particularly 
important.

It's Good to be a Man has been instrumental in my spiritual growth. It 
provides something essential for me as a Christian man who is relatively new to 
the faith that I haven't found anywhere else.
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I spent much of my life as a passive addict wandering aimlessly through life 
with no purpose, no faith and no sense of why I should live any differently. I 
was hostile towards Christianity much of my life. It seemed there was no place 
for me in church and I felt quite out of place there.

In contrast, IGTBAM presents a version of Christianity that appeals to me and I 
believe is more theologically accurate. Rather than trying to fit my God-given 
masculine nature into an ill-fitting feminine mold, it accepts me as God made 
me. It provides a path for me to grow and navigate closer to Christ.

The emphasis they place on leading my family well gives my life a purpose 
and that has been a catalyst for a whole slew of positive change in my life. 
It's made me a better husband, son, brother and Christian. It drives me to 
deepen my relationship with God.

IGTBAM is truly unique and fills a much needed void for Christian men.

Here are a few reasons I’m a supporter and part of the brotherhood.

1. It’s natural accountability, not forced, not faked, not demeaning. I need 
that for growth.

2. The brothers are sincere men, with real issues, addressing their needs with 
the help of others. I was isolated from others, and it wasn’t working. IGTBM is 
helping God work in me.

3. The modern era and education ideologies have scarred my perception of life, 
God, relationships, and family. I am recovering an orthodox devotional liturgy 
of living as a man of God.

4. I am not at a place in life where I would want to be alone. My wife, my son, 
and my extended family all witness God’s grace in my life as each desecrated 
part gets renewed and redeemed. IGTBM is a community of men recognizing 
God for being God, His Word for being Truth, and the reality of redemption. 
IGTBM is the ambulance picking up the bodies as well as the warning signs at 
the cliff of modernity, where I fell off.

5. The men’s community is diverse in that it shows the various perspectives of 
Christian Discipleship from men in all manner of denominations, experience 
levels, and occupations. This has helped me take courage, learn, and make 
better choices nearly everyday.
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6. I’m a part of this IGTBM group, because I have found God’s spirit at work 
here. That is where I want to be.

Foremost, the exhortation and encouragement that I have received from 
the work done by N. Tennant on the site it’s good to be a man, has been 
thoughtful, and has shown compassion toward men in their current plight. 
It's good to be a man has been a tool for rooting me as a man more deeply in 
the word of God—to this end, these resources have been of rich value. It’s good 
to be a man, has been a tremendous source in helping me develop a holistic 
view of man, and has deepened my understanding of biblical sexuality. Much of 
the complementarian movement I have found in practice to be lacking, to which 
B. Tennant, and M. Foster provide a scriptural solution to the flattened state of 
evangelical sexuality. Through, the content produced by it’s good to be a 
man I have been prodded to pursue excellence and cultivate myself into a 
deeper, more vivid likeness of Jesus Christ—a likeness that He would shine 
his countenance upon. Yet, with humility, I know that much work in my pursuit 
to model Jesus Christ and to kill sin still lay ahead of me. Thus, until I stand in 
glory, I will always see great value in faithful brothers like B. Tennant and M. 
Foster.

Thanks to your ministry. If it weren't for your and your partner's honest 
truth about what it is to be a godly man, I would still be a piece of crap, 
selfish, typical and an average male as we all very well see in the West.

Bnonn and Michael,

I wanted to let you both know my appreciation for the work you guys have been 
doing at It’s Good to Be a Man. The topics you cover on the website and podcast 
are helpful in understanding what it looks like for a Christian man to honor 
God. I feel these past few years I’ve found myself in a “redeeming the years the 
locusts have eaten” season of sorts. I did not grow up with a solid 
understanding of what it meant to be a man from my father, who was a decent 
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man, but without a good example of a father himself, he didn’t understand how 
crucial it is for a boy to be taught and catch what it means to grow into his 
manhood. I, like many modern men, felt a sort of arrested development in my 
masculinity, overly sensitive and insecure picking up on the cues from the 
culture around me. Sadly, this became even more pronounced when I became a 
Christian at 17, absorbing the strong vibes of “nice guy” effeminate Christianity. 
Self-denial turned into self-despisement and shame pretty quickly. I thought 
this was the godly way and took pride in my “humble” character, not 
understanding the cringe-worthy conduct i was behaving in. No wonder I never 
took myself seriously, and neither did most other men outside of the church.

I’ve appreciated many of what you guys have written, especially with regard to 
practicing manhood. As a repentant effeminate, calling men to not give in to 
the temptation to abandon their natural authority as a man has been especially 
helpful. The understanding that it is a natural, inherent quality of just being a 
man. That God has made me a man and that their is an order and calling upon 
me to act accordingly sounds like a simple truth, but it is something that sticks 
with me everyday, a truth that I renew my mind with in moments of self-doubt. 
I now understand men should have a backbone and pursue virtues like integrity 
and humility, while not giving up his God-given authority. These seemingly 
internal truths have worked themselves out into my life. Where I was 
stuck in a season of self-doubt and passivity, owning my failures and lack 
of action in repentance to God has brought new inner strength and 
confidence as a man. In the passive place, I did not pursue a woman with 
hopes of marriage, even though I was well set financially and into my 
thirties already. I’ve since made a concerted effort to a pursue godly 
woman and have been in a great relationship for the past several months. 
My girlfriend has told me on many occasion that I am more masculine and 
decisive than the other men she has dated in the past. That is good news for 
a guy like me, who grew up questioning what it meant to be a godly man, not 
just in theory, but in practice. I owe some of that to the work you guys have 
done, I know you have guys like me in mind with your content. Thank you for 
serving us when other pastors and leaders are too timid to say the hard 
and controversial things. You have called me to repentance of my effeminacy 
and to the high calling of being a man of God in all things.

Many thanks,
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Hello Bnonn and Michael,

You don't know me and we've never met except on line. But I wanted to drop 
you a line to thank you both for what is probably a pretty thankless ministry.

I'm just an ordinary guy, sitting in the pews, trying to lead his family. But I've 
become increasingly aware that fathers like me simply aren't being ministered 
to by the Christian church -- unless we're willing to insert ourselves into the 
church hierarchy.

Now, I have great respect for my elders, my deacons, for those called to preach 
and teach, for those gifted and equipped for evangelism. But God has not called 
me into those roles vocationally. He has called me into vocations of husband, 
father, tradesman, church membership, musicianship, generosity, and others.

Christian men like me need encouragement, admonition, opportunity, 
correction, honest expressions of worship, and opportunities to serve. But year 
by year I've watched the church at large become hyper-focused on relationship, 
psychologically ebullient in its expressions of worship, and concerned far more 
with feelings over action. And it leaves less and less place for men like me.

You will not find me in the dark singing falsetto lyrics from a Hallmark card to 
my sky-boyfriend while a guy with long hair on stage stretches his arms around 
in supposed ecstasy of worship (for the third identical time that day), and 
calling it worship. You will not find me in a circle talking about my feelings for 
90 minutes and calling it a "bible study". If that is what the church aspires to, 
frankly, you will not find me in it.

I'm so glad the Bible calls us to a Christian life that is more than this. But we 
need men to articulate a different vision, a better vision. And that's why your 
publications and others in the fledgling Christian "man-o-sphere" have been a 
ray of hope in the dark, a trickle of water on dry summer day. Western 
Christianity desperately needs men like you who are willing to make 
provocative statements, ask difficult questions, and grapple seriously with a 
culture that has seems unable to see daylight between "toxic" and "masculinity". 
Someone, anywhere, that understands that real men are not defective women, 
and that real women are not defective men.

We need more men who are willing to stand up to prevailing and false 
orthodoxies, even if we're not sure exactly what all of those are just yet. Men 
like you both. Because you encourage us to man up, stand up, and go to 
battle with the sins in our own lives, the sins that wreck our families, and 
the sins that dilute and pervert the church itself.
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In the last year alone, influenced and encouraged by your publishing, I've 
begun reading my bible again (and not like a child looking for a teddy bear, 
but an archer reaching into a quiver for arrows). I've reformed my 
understanding of worship so I can help participate and encourage my 
church toward honest expressions of God's triumphant greatness and 
goodness. I've renewed my commitment to giving and work in my local 
church. I've begun private worship with my family. I've passed lessons 
learned from It's Good To Be A Man to my sons to encourage their growth 
in faith and manliness. And I've found more confidence to push important 
issues into my local churches' session for consideration.

So, from my heart, I thank you, and I support you, and I encourage you to 
continue. I'm looking forward to the book you and Michael are working on, as I 
know it will be an important contribution to the conversation as we try to 
rediscover manhood in this 21st century in the day of our Lord.

May God bless you and keep you.

Your brother in Christ

Hi Michael & Bnonn,

I wanted to first off want to thank-you for the wonderful Christ centered 
Biblical show you have. I look forward to every new episode you produce. I 
listen to Wretched radio w/Todd Friel and a political show, but that’s been it. 
Due to the Coronavirus I found myself longing for more answers and have 
stumbled back on to The BTWN Guy’s podcast (use to listen to it when it first 
came out) where I heard your interview. I was moved by what you’re doing with 
your show and decided to give it a listen to. I have now become hooked as it is 
definitely helping me to become a better overall man as well as a husband, 
and father. When I was younger though, I use to just listen to whoever was 
popular among my reformed brothers at the time (had over 10 different 
podcasts in addition to a bunch of sermons I use to listen to regularly) but now 
I have drilled it down to only a select few. Life is to short to get caught up in the 
flow of listening to a bunch of different podcasts/sermons, especially when you 
have a wife and kids to take care of besides working full time. Not only that, but 
if we truly are disciples of Christ, then it is our duty to be digging into The 
Scriptures ourselves and spend our own personal time with our creator. 
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Anyway, I am glad to have found your show and am proud to have it among the 
short list of shows I listen to regularly in addition to The BTWN Guy.

When Bnonn introduced me to "It's Good to Be a Man" a few months ago it 
couldn't have been more providential. I was at a very low point in my spiritual 
life, work life, and health. Thoughts of just throwing up my hands and leaving 
the church persistent. And quite frankly, thoughts of just ending my life weren't 
uncommon.

The "why" to this is long and complicated so, in short, I was in the "dark night 
of the soul."

And while not the sole means of "recovery," IGTBAM served to be a steady 
anchor of sanity. Being reminded of not just the reality of the call of Christian 
manhood, but the importance of the call was critical. It matters. My wife and 
children need me. My church needs me. My neighbors need me. And they need 
me to be a man.

And unlike some Oprah-esque self-affirmation, I was reminded that GOD made 
me a man. I have a mission and a purpose. And it really does matter. Both here 
and in eternity.

To be fair, I had known these things. But it had been so long since anyone in the 
church said it, that the impact was profound. Listening to men talk on Marco 
Polo was helpful and encouraging. Just realizing that I wasn't the only one 
struggling and then hearing the truth of Scripture...well...it was what I needed. 
And I thank God used y'all (I'm from Alabama so I can use that word) to help me 
at a critical point in my life.

Thanks for doing what y'all do.

Hi Bnonn,

I want to follow up on that red pill interaction we had almost 2 years ago.

Over the past few years I've thought quite a bit about your response to me. 
There were several helpful things, but one part of your response got my 
attention more than anything else. You said:
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"... you’re pissed that God organized things this way. The natural, fleshly 
response at this point, which I’ve seen countless times, is to then throw sand 
all over God’s existence or goodness."

This is a perfect description of where I was at. In fact, I'd say one of the reasons 
I could never have become an atheist (despite the constant temptation) was 
because my doubts and complaints about God were so incredibly personal. It's 
not that I didn't believe in God. I just hated how he ran things. And I knew this 
was the case.

But there was something about you actually saying it, and pointing it out, that 
scared the crap out of me, and forced me to acknowledge the situation for what 
it really was.

So I want to thank you for playing a crucial part in keeping me from going that 
direction.

I've found Job 38-41 to be oddly comforting over the past few years. That's 
where God basically tells Job to shut up, and Job closes his mouth in 
repentance. And God blesses him. I love these chapters. Trusting in the 
sovereignty and goodness of God, no matter what, is far better than grumbling.

As far as the red pill community and its relation to Christianity, I'm pretty much 
in agreement with what you guys have been saying over the past few years at 
IGTBAM. So I don't have too much to add there.

I’m very glad that I stumbled onto the red pill because there is a lot that has 
helped me. But I’m also glad I stumbled onto you and Michael shortly after, to 
keep me from the dangers.

You were and are an answer to my prayers. I remember 2 years ago begging God 
for help as my career had just crumbled under my feet, I had to move back in 
with my parents, and the red pill stuff had my stomach tied in knots with its 
nihilistic atmosphere. Later than night, shortly after praying, I stumbled onto 
your blog, and next thing I knew I was emailing some random guy from New 
Zealand.

The irony is that the original email I sent you was basically me complaining 
that God doesn’t really answer our prayers, and grumble grumble grumble. And 
it turns out that was the exact moment God was answering my prayer for help.

I still remember how uplifting it was to learn that there were other Christian 
men aware of and discussing these issues, and that I did not need to give way to 
nihilistic despair.
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And then I learned that you were a web designer and copywriter, which was 
icing on the cake, because those were the 2 things that I wanted to learn (but 
didn’t know how) given that I had to change careers. So that has been a massive 
help to me (I hope to finish the course by the end of August).

All the best,

Reviews from iTunes (podcast)

💡 This is a sampling of reviews of our podcast. You can see them all at 
the link below.

 It's Good to Be a Man on Apple Podcasts
It's Good to Be a Man is a project by and for Christian men 
seeking a positive and practical doctrine of manhood. Our 
goal is to become better at our work of dominion, rightly 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/its-good-to-be-
a-man/id1456285158#see-all/reviews

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/its-good-to-be-a-man/id1456285158#see-all/reviews
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Reviews from Facebook (written content)

💡 This is a sampling of reviews from our Facebook page; you can see the 
full list of reviews here:

It's Good to Be a Man

It's Good to Be a Man. 5,831 likes · 16,445 talking about this. 
Developing and articulating a positive, practical doctrine 
of manhood. Our aim is to bring together, equip, and be 

https://www.facebook.com/itsgoodtobeaman/reviews/?
ref=page_internal

https://www.facebook.com/itsgoodtobeaman/reviews/?ref=page_internal
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See also

The Reformed pedigree of my views 

Quotes from me that contradict how I've been presented 

Proof that Ryan's presentation of people can't be trusted 

https://www.notion.so/The-Reformed-pedigree-of-my-views-806ad83ad5124bee8de50ea496db3e05
https://www.notion.so/Quotes-from-me-that-contradict-how-I-ve-been-presented-c7f02a8fd9ef4c5ca304c3e85283dc44
https://www.notion.so/Proof-that-Ryan-s-presentation-of-people-can-t-be-trusted-8a01aadde1a049de9f3ff23179e9dc85
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